
Yura had the opportunity to coordinate Boys Camp! 40 teenagers 
+ 25 leaders in the forest for 8 days ... God was really gracious 
+ everyone survived!

All the campers were boys from local at-risk families + group 
homes. They all struggle with the lack of stability + healthy family structure. Many of them see authority 
figures as the “enemy” because every adult in their lives has abandoned them in some way.

Some of their fathers work off-shore, some struggle with addiction and some have simply abandoned 
their families, so the boys try to become the man of the house - these sweet young guys aren’t living 
their childhoods because they’re taking on a responsibility that isn’t theirs.

We tried to teach them that the cycle can be broken - just because your father is absent or abusive doesn’t mean that you are destined to 
be that way too. There’s a choice - or rather, a series of choices. 

They act tough, but when we talked with them one-one-one, they would often break down. Ibrahim told me, “I want to have my father in 
my life, even though I don’t like him so much.” His father is from Syria, but has been absent for most of Ibrahim’s life. His mother is out of 

the picture too, so Ibrahim is being raised in a group home with 7 other boys.

We spent the week talking about who a “true man” is, but ultimately how God is the True Father for each of us. 
And that His adoption is more important than even the best earthly father. Would you pray for Ibrahim + 
the other boys to know the love of our Heavenly Father? Would you pray for their families to be healed 
by knowing Jesus?

“I want to have my father 
in my life, even though I 
don’t like him so much.”
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SERVING VULNERABLE CHILDREN + UNREACHED PEOPLES THAT THEY WOULD  
PRAISE + PROCLAIM JESUS CHRIST IN UKRAINE + AROUND THE WORLD!

FAMILY UPDATE 
+ We are hoping to find out the gender of Baby Perekotiy #4 very soon! We will be    
    sure to share the news on Facebook and Instagram once we know!
+ We are navigating schooling for Chambers this fall - he will be entering first grade!  
    Please pray for wisdom as we search for a school that will help him thrive in Russian  
    and Ukrainian!
+ Madison’s Mom and her husband Harold came to serve with us at LELA’s camp for  
    the deaf! They each lead a craft station and the campers loved the painting and wood 
    working. Our 3 kiddos were, of course, thrilled to have grandparents here!

PRAYER REQUESTS
+ Pray for our children as we do life at Camp LELA - family ministry is challenging, eye-opening, and joyful too!
+ Praise! God has graciously led us and all the LELA staff through 5 camps, including Yura who will be leading the Boys Camp in the woods  
    with 40 teenagers!
+ Pray for the last upcoming camp.
+ Pray for the completion of our financial partner team so that we can remain in Ukraine long-term.
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--- Madison + Yura

THIS MONTH: 
One more Camp! For two weeks, at-risk and orphans will be at LELA. The last camp can often be the hard-
est as volunteers are tired and these groups of kiddos can be the most-challenging.
 
After camp ends in August, we’ll have time to rest and regroup for ministry this fall.

We thank God for you! SCAN THIS CODE TO  
GO DIRECTLY TO OUR 
GIVING PAGE ONLINE! 
OR GO TO  
GLOBEINTL.ORG/PEREKOTIYS

YURA WITH IBRAHIM, 12 YEARS OLD


